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Pyromancy - divination by flame
Ceromancy - divination by wax
Capnomancy - divination by smoke

Candle divination consists of THREE forms of divination that are combined
together: 

In the practice of magic, one of the key concepts is that things not
seemingly connected on an overt or mundane level, when interpreted in a
spiritual manner, provides signs and indications of underlying patterns of
activity within the cosmos. The idea of a sign or omen, stems from this key
concept. This is also sometimes referred to as the Principle of Synchronicity
or the Principle of Intersubjectivity or the Principle of Holistic Experience.

To add potency to your spells, carve your name or your wish into the
candle. Anointing the candle with corresponding oil and rolling it in herbs
are also great ways to ehance your candle magic.

You can use any new candle, but I prefer to use tealight candles and chime
candles for general spells. For more elaborate spellcrafting, or for spells that
require a candle to burn for a few days, I'll use a glass-encased novena
candles or jar candles.

Also, do not use a scented candle, unless the scent is directly linked to your
spell, this is because scents carry their own energies. If the scent of a candle
doesn't correspond with your spell then it isn't supporting your work and
can become an obstacle or hindrance.
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A candle's flame is a good indication of how your spell is doing.

You can tell a lot by watching the flame.

A flame that is tall and steady 

Your intentions have been heard and will manifest

A flame that short and dancing 

Your intention was unclear or there is an obstacle in the way

A flame that is dancing wildly 

A large dancing flame indicates success, but with potential

complications. A smaller dancing flame indicated that there are

bigger, opposing forces that may overwhelm your spell. Someone

else's will may be consciously or unconsciously working against

you.

A flame that flickers rapidly 

A flickering flame that dims and brightens continually, is usually

a good indicator that a spirit is present. If the candle is being used

for devotional or ancestral workings (e.g. with your ancestors,

deities, or spirit guides), it means that your invocation was

successful and your prayers are being acknowledged. 
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A flame that pops and fizzles 

A noisy flame indicates that there is major interference and that

someone or something is working against you with force. Try to add

more of your personal energy into the spell or withdraw if you feel the

resistance is too much.

A flame that hisses or sputters 

A hissing flame indicates that your ancestors and spirit guides are

attempting to communicate with you. Pay close attention to the sounds

to try and hear what the message is.

A flame that goes out suddenly

The spell working was ended abruptly by a stronger opposing force.

This can happen because either the objective of the spell has already

been achieved, or because it is not meant to be. 

A flame that won't go out

This is a sign that you're not done with the spell yet. Your guide or

another kind spirit is telling you to go back over your work and see if

there's something you forgot to do. Perhaps you skipped a step?

A candle that won't light

This is an indication that the spell you have chosen to do, cannot help

you achieve your desired result. It may be because the situation is

truly out of your control, or that the outcome has already been

decided. Do not attempt to re-try the spell. Instead take some time to

think things over and look for a different spell.
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A flame with lots of smoke

When there's a lot of smoke present, it is an indication that the

element of Air is present. You are being asked to tap into its powers of

observation and communication. Really focus your attention on the

smoke's shape, how it moves, its color etc, as these will give you clues

about your spell.

A flame with black smoke

Black smoke is indication of negative energy. This could manifest as

bad luck, conflict, opposing forces, or hidden agendas. Take some time

to meditate and do a cleansing ritual before trying the spell again.  

Smoke that moves towards you

This is an indication of success in achieving your goals. This is a great

sign if you're doing spells for money, healing, or love. However, if

your spell is a negative one, such as a curse or hex, and the smoke

comes towards you, it indicates that you are going to be held

responsible for the effects of your magick.

Smoke that moves away from you

This is an indication that something is escaping your grasp. Energies

surrounding your spell are leaving. This is typically not a good sign.

However, if your spell is about influencing, manipulating, or healing

others, then the smoke is moving away from you as it carries your

spell to the person or situation concerned. 
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A Blue or Red flame 

A blue or blue-white flame means that higher spiritual beings are

present, such as angels or the fae. 

A Red or yellow flame means that more mundane, but still powerful,

energy is helping to fuel the spell.

Wax that only drips down one side of the candle

Your energy, or something to do with the spellwork, is out of balance. 

If the wax drips down the left side of the candle it indicates a psychic

or emotional imbalance. If the wax drips down the right side of the

candle it indicates that your personal energy and thoughts are

intereferring.

Candle crud

This is the term for tiny pieces of burnt-off wick that falls into the

melted wax. This is an indication that you will have to do additional

work before the spell is complete, such as inner child work, karmic

baggage, emotional turmoil, or you may have to face an unintended

consequence. 
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A pendulum is a weighted object that is attached to a chain or string,

that is long enough for you to hold and have the weighted object sway. 
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Just like any other magickal tool, you will need to spend some

time bonding with your pendulum to allow it to attune to your

personal energy. Once you've cleansed your pendulum, carry it

with you for a few days and sleep with it under your pillow for

a few nights too. 

Bonding With Your Pendulum

Programming Your Pendulum
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A pendulum is an especially useful communication tool for spiritual

inquiring. When used in conjunction with a chart, it can be used for

dowsing and divination. It can be used for the following:

1. Provide Yes/No responses and answers to queries. This is like

muscle testing or applied kinesiology.

2. Provide more accurate answers to queries, such as degree,

intensity, or percentage.

There are many commercial pendulums available on the market.

Usually they can be bought from shops selling metaphysical or new

age goods. However, these shops are quite scarce and can be quite

hard to find.

Alternatively, pendulums can be ordered online, or you can create your

own. Creating a pendulum is not too hard. A pendulum consists of

two parts: The bob and the chain. You can use anything you’d like for

the bob and the chain:

1. The bob - Is the weight at the lower end of a pendulum

2. The chain - Connects the hand to the pendulum bob
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The bob you choose must be a reasonably weighted object. Some

items to consider are pendants, crystal points, stones, fishing weights,

etc. There are also wire-wrapped crystals that are a good option too.

For the chain, they can be acquired from fashion accessory shops that

sell necklaces and chains. Metal ones are preferred. The length of the

chain should not be more than a foot - 1/2 to 3/4 of a foot is quite

ideal. You can also use ribbon, twine, or leather.

When you have your chosen bob and chain, all you need to do is

assemble them. At the tip of the pendant is usually a loop or ring.

Hook one end of the chain through the loop or ring at the tip of the

pendulum bob/pendant.

Normally, most chains are made up of many little metallic rings. To

assemble the pendulum, you will have to pry open one of the metallic

rings at the other end of the chain and insert the loop/ring of the

pendulum bob through it. Clamp the metallic ring back to its original

closed-looped position. A long-nose plier is most suitable for doing

these fine handiworks.
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Color in the different sections to represent your choices

Place crystals, essential oils, or herbs into the different section to

help you decide which would be best to use

Write words in each section, such as Yes or No

Use this pendulum chart, or the larger one on the next page, by

printing it out and then:
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Cauldron Earth

Wand

Water Spirit Air

Crystal Fire Athame
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When To Cleanse
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After you cleanse an item or tool

When an item or tool no longer feels

powerful, or it feels weaker

When energy becomes stagnant

When you want an item to hold a

particular purpose or intention

When To Charge?Charging Methods
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Warding

Warding MethodsBanishing Methods

Magickal Tools
Warding & Banishing
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Banishing
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Creating Sigils

Charging

Activating

Get Creative!

How To USe Sigils



Your Finished Sigil

Make Your Own Sigil 
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Write your Specific intention

Cross out the Vowels & Repeating Letters

Reduce the remaining Letters into Shapes

Practice Creating Shapes



Sigil Journal 
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The intention

How To Use

The Sigil

Notes



Runes

Pick From A Pouch

Toss Them

Lay Them Out

Use A Spread
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Make Your 

Own Runes

How To Use

How To Care 



Elder Futhark Runes
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Stars HousesPlanets
THE "WHAT" THE "HOW" THE "WHERE"
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Planets
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Ruling Planets Notable Points



Houses
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Ruling Planets

KeyWords
Ruling Signs
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The Four Major Signs
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The Four Elements
How To Charge With The Elements
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How To Bond With The Elements


